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Puget Sound Energy Overview

Service Area - 6,000+ square miles in 10 Counties
Electric - Customers 1.05 million
Natural gas - Customers 725,000 
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Agenda

• Customer owned distributed generation: what and why?
• Interconnection vs. Net Metering
• Net Metering 101
• Additional incentives for renewables
• Interconnection process and standards
• Net Metering 201 challenges and solutions
• Production Metering challenges and solutions

– Polarity
– Location
– Complexity

• Renewables + Battery Storage
• Managing Net and Production Metering during AMI deployment
• Growth and Future of customer owned generation
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What is customer generation?

• Technology that can generate electricity, is owned/operated by a
customer, on their side of the utility service meter.

• Typically (but not always) Renewable Energy
– Solar, Wind, micro hydro, or methane from animal waste
– > 99% of what we see today is solar photovoltaics (PV)

• Typically (but not always) used to serve on site load
And why are people doing it?
• To reduce their environmental impact/ carbon footprint
• To hedge against energy price increases
• Interest in current technology
• Home improvement
• Financial investment
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On site wind?

More than 99% of customer-
sited renewable systems are 
solar…and for good reason.

Let’s get this out of the way....
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Interconnection vs. Net Metering

• Interconnection is the connection of
– Generation that operates in parallel to the utility grid
– “Grid tied” systems
– There are all kinds of standards for interconnection, to ensure safety and

grid reliability.
– More than 99% of what we see uses an inverter based technology, UL

1741 compliant.

• Net Metering is a billing arrangement!
– It works by metering energy delivered to customer and returned to utility.
– Generation reduces the amount of energy a customer purchases.
– Excess generation is credited at the customer’s full retail rate and can

offset energy delivered to customers at other times (of day, or even in a
different billing cycle).

*Keep an eye out for why calling a bi directional meter a “net meter” is a
problem
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Interconnection Technology

• Majority of Net Metered systems use an Inverter
– Generation is DC
– Inverter converts to AC
– Matches voltage and frequency
– Provides some unique “grid tie” functions

• UL 1741 “Standard for Inverters, Converters and Controllers
for use in Independent Power Production Systems”
– Protective functions
– Isolation against backfeed during a utility outage
– Power quality standards
– Safety for the customer, neighbors, and the utility
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Washington’s Net Metering Law
• For Renewable Energy systems up to 100kW
• Utilities must offer net metering to customers on a first

come, first served basis until combined generating
capacity is .5% of 1996 peak load.

• Many utilities in WA are well beyond this “requirement.”
PSE is net metering 50 MW (more than double our
required amount of generation).

• Excess energy “banked” and applied to next billing cycle
– Unused kWh credits expire April 30 each year

• Net Metering only applies to kWh charges
– Cannot be used to reduce the basic “customer charge”
or other non energy fees
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Importance of Net Metering to solar customers
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What about demand charges?

Net Metering applies to kWhs only.  Utilities don’t credit 
generated demand peak back to a customer. 

The reasons are:

1. Demand has to do with the size of the distribution wires, 
breakers, transformer, and service. These still have to be a 
certain size even if the customer generates power.

2. Demand peak charges have to do with the customer load 
varying. Loads aren’t flat and predictable. A customer with a 
generator is typically the worst! Their load varies from 
Delivered to Received! The swing can be quite large!
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Additional Incentives for Customer Generators

• Federal Solar Investment Tax Credit (ITC)
– 30% federal tax credit for residential and commercial projects

constructed through 2019
– Stepping down to 26% in 2020, 22% 2021
– After 2021, 0 residential tax credit, 10% commercial credit

• In other states, there is/have been all kinds of incentive structures:
– Flat rebates, rebates based on system size, rebates based on cost
– Preferred financing options
– Established markets for Renewable Energy Certificates

• WA State
– Renewable Energy Production Incentive Program
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WA Renewable Energy System Incentive Program

• AKA “Production Incentive Program”
• Production based financial incentive for customers with solar, wind,

and bio digester generating systems.
• Utilities voluntarily administer this state incentive to qualified

customers. In order for a customer generator to participate they must:
– Be a customer with valid interconnection agreement.
– Have a system that includes production metering capable of

measuring the energy output of the renewable energy system.
– Be certified by the Washington State Program Administrator as

eligible for annual incentive payments.
• Eligibility, rates, terms and annual payments are determined by WSU

Energy Program
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So how much is the incentive?

• It’s complicated and it depends!
– When installed
– Type of equipment (WA made bonuses)
– System size
– State Program and Utility

• Prior to Sept 30, 2017 participants certified for $.15 $.54 per kWh
(up to $5000 per year, through 2020)

• But “Legacy Program” had rate reductions based on annual payout limit
per utility (Seattle reduced payments by ~30%, PSE by ~7%)

• “New Program” offers $.04 $.21 per kWh
(up to $50% of system cost, with locked in 8 year term).

• Program will close to new participants before it reaches any of various
state budget limits.
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How does the utility facilitate this?

• Interconnection Process
• Installation of Meters
• Long term metering, billing and reporting
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Simplified Interconnection Process
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Application review
• New system or expansion/modification?
• System technology and size
• UL listed equipment
• Capacity of transformer
• Disconnecting Means: Switch required?

– Visible / lockable switch required unless system is < 25 kW, on single phase service with
self contained meter.

• Are meters co located or is a variance required?
• Labeling
• Additional equipment may be in place for customer convenience,

information, or NEC code.
• How many and what types of meters will be needed?

– Is bi di (of same form/class) needed to replace service meter*?
– Production meters (# of channels*, form/class for system/service type)
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A couple of notes
Reverse Rotation
• Generation without an interconnection application/agreement is

considered “meter tampering” and can be detected by reverse
rotation of a service meter not set up for net metering.

• It is usually do to ignorance and we work with customers to get an
interconnection agreement in place. It is in their interest
(particularly if they have a digital meter).

• If customer does not get agreement and continues to generate,
recourse is service disconnect.

Jumpering
• With production metering, the system is not “on” until meters are

installed. Different utilities have different policies on “jumpering”
the production meter.

• If production metering ends, PV systems will be capable of back
feeding the grid as soon as installed.
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PSE’s Net Metering Solution
• Electronic dual function AMR meter
with a “Net Meter” program

• Separate registers for
kWh Delivered and kWh Received

• Looks like two separate meters in
the billing system

• Exception: Large C&I customers on a kVARh rate
now need 4Q metering with dial up MV 90
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Net Metering 201
• Net Metering Aggregation: Allows a single
customer with multiple electric service meters
to apply excess credit from the net meter to
consumption on another meter.

• Virtual net metering: Applies a similar concept
to groups of customers, allowing retail value of
generation from a shared solar array to offset
charges on associated utility accounts
(billing system not capable of facilitating this)
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Production Metering Challenges: Polarity

• Line and load are not intuitive
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Production Metering Challenges: Location

• Utility prefers co located meters, customers often plan
otherwise to avoid expensive trenching and long conduit runs.

• PSE has 3 standard exceptions:
– Service meter is on pole, production meter may be on
home.

– Solar array is on a detached structure (separate from service
meter) that has existing load/subpanel.

– There is no room within 6 ft of net meter.
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BARN

HOUSE

Production meter adjacent to the 
Service meter (Net Meter)… Required 
the customer to trench a new circuit 
from the barn back to the house!

Production meter on the Barn…

Easy and practical for the customer, 
but now the utility has meters in two 
different locations on the property.

Additional phenolic labeling required
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Production Metering Challenges: Complexity

• Systems with multiple production meters (to separate
differently qualifying incentives)

• Systems with battery backup (can function in “off grid” mode
when utility grid is down).

• PV Systems with battery backup allow grid energy to flow back
through some of the customer’s equipment to charge batteries
and meet designated critical loads.

• The point of production metering is to measure the generation
that comes JUST from the solar array.
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Common Approach for PV with Battery Backup 

Testing the polarity of the 
bi-directional production 
meter, and showing the 
“net production” can be 
quite confusing!

*
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Another option: AC coupled system

Often pricier, but a 
clean solution, 
particularly for existing 
PV systems that 
expand and add 
batteries!

The possibilities may be endless…

• Due to changes in state production incentive
structure, customers that add on to their array
request a new production meter each time.

• Systems with 3 to 4 production meters are becoming
less common (but not less challenging).
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Meter Installation and testing

• Journeyman confirms system was built per approved
application and installs meters
– L&I stickers
– Disconnect
– Proper labeling
– Production Meter socket
– Production Meter polarity
– Anti Island test

Sometimes they save baby birds, too!
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Customer Generation and AMI

• Mechanical meters are still probably more understood as
net meters. Customers literally “spin their meter
backwards.”

• Digital AMR technology brought remote meter reading
(daily reads in most cases). Particularly important for solar
customers who earn incentives based on annual production
(off cycle reads).

• AMI holds many promises: Standard service meters that
can be “re loaded” into the billing system for net metering.

However…the AMI deployment brings unique challenges to
serving solar customers!
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Customer Generation during AMI deployment:
What type of meter do you order?

PSE’s AMI deployment has started and will take at least 6 years.
Interconnection requests will not slow during that time.
So we must be ready for:
• AMR Service Meter to Bi Di for Net Metering, w/ uni di production meter
• Add AMR prod meter only (small system on large load doesn’t need bi di,

or net metered customer adding to PV through second prod meter)
• Existing AMI service meter to Net Meter billing (no install), with prod meter

(to be installed).
• Existing AMI service meter to Net Meter billing (no install) with both bi

directional and uni directional production metering (to be installed).
• AMI upgrade for existing customer generators with AMR net and

production meters (separate from mass deployment).
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Net Metering Growth
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The future is looking bright…
but no less complex
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Questions or comments?

Leslie Moynihan
Leslie.moynihan@pse.com
425 462 3537


